Bottom-up particle engineering technologies: benchmarking of
co-precipitation processes for solubility enhancement and taste masking
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RESULTS

Particle engineering plays a key role in the drug delivery field, namely in the enhancement
of drugs’ solubility and/or the taste masking of bitter drugs. Most particle size-reduction
methods rely on top-down approaches, where larger particles are mechanically processed
by milling or high shear processing. By opposition, the bottom-up approaches allow for a
better control of the particle properties due to molecular arrangements. A well-known
bottom-up approach is the solvent controlled precipitation (SCP) in stirrer reactor, which
leads to particle formation through crystallization/precipitation using a suitable solvent/antisolvent (S:AS) system. Two state of the art processes are the SCP via microfluidization
(PureNano™) or via Adaptive Focused Acoustics™ (AFA) technology.
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CASE-STUDY #1 - AMORPHOUS SOLID DISPERSIONS

CASE-STUDY #2 – PHARMACEUTICAL COCRYSTALS

CASE-STUDY #3 – MICROENCAPSULATION

Both PureNano™ and AFA methods proved to be
viable for the production of nano-sized solid
dispersions – both amorphous and crystalline. Due
to the lower drug load, the 20 wt.% CBZ:Eudragit®
L100 co-precipitated product rendered amorphous,
while the 60 wt.% counterpart rendered crystalline
[1]. The DSC and XRPD results were aligned with
each other. After isolation via spray drying, nanocomposite microparticles were obtained (Fig. 1).
The observation of the particles´ surface at higher
magnifications showed nanoparticles of ~100 nm
(inserts). When compared with solely spray-dried
ASDs, the rapid dissolution of these high-surface
area nanoparticles produced by SCP showed to
improved in vivo bioavailability [1].

AFA suggested to be a
4
3
more effective method
for cocrystal formation,
with 3 out of the 4 trials
22 DoE
performed resulting in
1:1 CBZ:SAC cocrystals
according to the XRPD
1
2
results – i.e. trials #1, #2
C_feed (wt.%)
and #3 (Fig. 2).
Only one trial - i.e. #1 – resulted in an cocrystal
when testing PureNano™ [2].

Both PureNano™ and AFA technologies led to
the production of crystalline microencapsulates of
Drug A in Polymer B, as confirmed by XPS
analysis [3]. In terms of particle morphology, the
particles produced by the two methods were
similar – i.e. mainly spheres with a smooth
surface (Fig. 3A). However, when performing
powder dissolution studies, the particle coating of
the PureNano™ process suggested better taste
masking properties, due to the lower Drug A
exposure in the mouth fluids (Fig. 3B).
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To benchmark two different SCP technologies (PureNano™ and AFA) using three different
case-studies, with application in solubility enhancement and taste masking.

METHODS

Reference (CCDC)

Figure 1. SEM images of 20 wt.% CBZ:Eudragit
after SCP and isolation via spray drying.

CASE-STUDY #1 - AMORPHOUS SOLID DISPERSIONS
ASDs of carbamazepine (CBZ) and Eudragit® L100. The drug loads tested were 20% and
60% (w/w), the feed solids concentration in solution (C_feed) was 8% (w/w) and the S:AS
ratio was 1:10 (w/w). The particles were isolated using a lab-scale spray dryer.

CASE-STUDY #2 – PHARMACEUTICAL COCRYSTALS
Cocrystals of 1:1 CBZ:Saccharin (SAC). Both C_feed and S:AS ratio were varied in 22
design of experiments (DoE). C_feed was varied from 3% to 5% (w/w), while S:AS was
varied from 1:2 to 1:5 (w/w). The particles were isolated using filtration.

CASE-STUDY #3 – MICROENCAPSULATION
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Figure 2. XRPD patterns of 1:1 CBZ:SAC cocrystal from
Cambridge software (reference), and materials obtained after
SCP and isolation via filtration.

Figure 3. (A) SEM images of 60 wt.% Drug A:Polymer B
microencapsulates, after SCP and isolation via spray drying. (B)
Drug A concentration as a function of time, in different media (pHshift method).

CONCLUSIONS
Both co-precipitation technologies showed to be versatile particle engineering technologies, allowing the production of ASDs, cocrystals and microencapsulates. The
AFA™ technology is characterized by a temperature-controlled, high intensity, ultrasonic cavitation which was successful at forming cocrystals, but also viable for ASDs
and microencapsulation. The high energy mixing and shear rate in PureNano™ led to an improvement in polymer coating implying better taste masking. Nevertheless, it
should be pointed out that the very limited optimization of the AFA™ processes suggests that considerable improvement to the AFA™ results are possible with additional
optimization.

Microencapsulates of a model drug A and a polymer B. The drug load tested was 60%
(w/w), the C_feed was 12% (w/w) and the S:AS ratio was 1:6 (w/w). The particles produced
were isolated using a lab-scale spray dryer.
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